
The Dissection Begins...

Dissection Items Include...
• The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America, 1776;

• Digitized 1756 two-volume set common-use dictionary, by Samuel L. Johnson;

• The Articles of Confederation, 1778;

• The Definitive Treaty of Peace, 1784;

• The Constitution for the United States of America, 1790;

• Digitized 1785 two-volume set common-use dictionary, by Samuel L. Johnson;

• The Law of Nations, by Emer de Vattle, 1758;

• as well as newer common-use dictionaries for the more recent amendments.

The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America, 
1776;

What appears first, when we get going, is the indented bold italic text of the document. Directly below, not 
indented is the dissection commentary.

In Congress, July 4, 1776.

What is a Congress?

A congress is nothing more than a meeting. In this 
instance, it is a meeting of the representatives from their 
respective nations. But, as we see later in this document, it 
refers to Great Britain's "Empire", as a State, when it uses 
this phrase, "between them and the State of Great 
Britain".

For some additional definitions used with the definitions.
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A nation is simply one group of people who are not the 
same as another group of people. The group of people 
who call themselves New Hampshire, have distinguished 
themselves from the people who reside in Massachusetts.

We see here, that state can be used to identify a group of 
people, and or their government.

A person devoted to a certain "party" is not necessarily a 
bad thing; unless that devotion is blind and not based on 

fact, which usually causes unjust harm to other people.

######

The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America, 

This is the official name for the document that we unfortunately refer to as "The Declaration of 
Independence." 

Why unfortunate?

As "The Declaration of Independence", it gives the incorrect notion that its only modern-day use is to remind us 
that we were once under British Rule.
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The way that the number thirteen appears in the title, at least in the reproductions, the word thirteen is much 
smaller than the others in the title. Thus, unanimous, in that at that time, there were only thirteen colonies 
creating this union of states.

As seen on the Home Page of CleanHonestGov.Com, Proof of Ownership section, governments, by definition, 
are corporations. As such, The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America, and The 
Constitution for the United States of America take on differing continuing uses for modern-day united States 
Americans. The Declaration is The Corporate Charter, The Constitution is The Corporate By-Laws.

Knowing that, every State that joins our union, the governed people of those states are equally bound by the 
terms of both contracts. Though the government officials swear or affirm oath to The US Constitution, The 
Declaration is contained with The Constitution, by reference, in Article 6, The Supreme Law of the Land, with 
the world, "the Authority of the United States".

The Constitution is the government's authority.

The Declaration is the people's authority as the nation.

It is unfortunate, that in The Constitution for the United States of America the distinction between the union of 
States, which is the nation, and that of the nation's government are not as clearly written as it was on The 
Articles of Confederation, our nation's first constitution. 

In The Articles, reference to the union of states uses the words, "the several state". Reference to the nation's 
government appears as, "the united states, in congress assembled".

#####

About midway through my research, many years ago, seriously bogged down and ever-more confused by the 
"necessary" reading material that this or the other experts claimed a person must know; this though hit me rather 
solidly. Many of the representatives who signed, opposed each other. Sometimes violently opposed each other.

What got me was this. These documents contain all the answers to our questions about government and 
controlling it. We must begin asking the correct questions that the information addresses. As stated earlier, the 
use of dictionaries, in publication, and available to the general population of whom those signers represented is 
necessary to know what those words meant to the most people of that generation.

With that, from here out, as with this section, the section under dissection is printed first, then divided into 
smaller segments where many of the words get defined, sometimes defined several levels deep, defining words 
used within the main definition.

#####

When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political  
bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, 
the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a 
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decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which 
impel them to the separation.

When in the Course of human events, 

Many people state that The Declaration was not written for us to use today.

These first 7 words answer the question: Are we still in the course of human events?

Yes. We are. Therefore, when in the course of human events, the following content will be useful.

-----

it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, 

As populations grow, like-minded people tend to migrate towards other like-minded groups. When those 
populations get large enough, the main group may no longer protect the others who differ. This happens at the 
local, county, state, and national unions. We also see this withing nature itself, the human body a prime 
example. 

A union is created at conception.

The union reproduces to populate its space.

As the population grows, many cells that were nearly carbon copies of all others begin specializing into the 
various organs and other body parts; the similarity of cities, towns, counties, states, and nations.

Soon enough, the growth has reached a point that the entire body of these different organs must dissolved the 
ties which connected them with their "mother-land".

-----

and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station 

Continuing the above scenario: As years pass, the child begins feeling more and more independent of the 
parents, sometimes rebelling against their authority. At adulthood, another separation takes place where the 
child assumes among humankind, a separate and equal station as all other adults. 

We see this in nearly all formation of corporations, whether commercial or government. One business splits and 
becomes two or more equal businesses, sometimes with a parent-company. 

-----

to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, 

A question rises here: Does this specify any of mankind's known religions? No.
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This is a simple reference to natural law. In other words, much as the above scenario, we can find examples of 
how to accomplish these separations of these powers, simply by observing the nature around us.

Many of these separation happen with little visible violence. Others with blood-baths that nearly wipe out all 
parties involved.

-----

a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to  
the separation.

This introduces the answers the questions: Why? What are the reason for the separation? Are the reasons 
justifiable?

If the reasons are justifiable, it seems to be easier to to get the help of others, if there is trouble finalizing the 
separation.

-----

#####

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by 
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit 
of Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving 
their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of Government 
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to 
institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in 
such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, 
indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and 
transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to 
suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they 
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same 
Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, 
to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security.--Such has 
been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains 
them to alter their former Systems of Government. The history of the present King of Great 
Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the 
establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a 
candid world.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, 

Evident is defined as: Plain ; apparent ; notorious.
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Notorious is defined as, Publickly known ; evident to the 
world ; not hidden.

This statement introduces a list of information that it claims 
are truth and such truths that are so obvious that anyone, 
anywhere, should be able to recognize them.

-----

that all men are created equal, 

Men, the plural of man.

But does this include or exclude women, children, people of other colors, and slaves? Let us expand the 
definition a few levels.

The definitions here, for Man, clearly can be used to 
exclude both women and children, but certainly could 
include servants but not slaves. This could be used to 
exclude even men who are not wealthy.

The best way to comprehend this word and the most 
appropriate definition is to define several other words now, 
that get used later. Words, such as; human, people, 
mankind, men, governed, people, colonies, people, citizens, 
and kindred. For that task, the 1756 dictionaries are 
available for download on the CleanHonestGov.Com 
Resources Page. For now, we simply see how general the 
words are as they relate to groups of humans. Generally, 
they are all-inclusive.
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Creator. The being that bestows existence.

Clearly, humans had a cause that brought us into 
existence. The document does not specify the cause as a 
specific god, or even as a god at all.

Inventer. 1. One who produces something new ; a deviser of something not known before.

If a creator bestows existence, and an inventer produces something new; A creator and an inventer are much the 
same. The word "creator" seems less knowable and more romantically mysterious than an inventer.

Equal. 1. Like another in bulk, or any quality that admits  
comparison.

This introduces the question: How are we all equal?

The question is answered by the next phrase.
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-----

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are 
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.

UN-Alienable. [That which cannot or may not] be  
transferred to another.

The word unalienable did not appear in the 1756 dictionary.

According to the document, that inventer / creator has given to us, our rights. It is that unnumbered list of rights 
to which we all are equal. In no other known aspect are any of us equal, not even identical twins are entirely 
equal, as they do not occupy the same space at the same time, but their list of rights is identical.

Similar to entering a massive shopping mall with an endless supply of every product; two very similar people 
will enter, spend different amounts, select different products, buy different quantities if they buy some of the 
same products, etc. So too is it with our list of rights. Some people will select entirely different rights from that 
list. Those that select some of the same rights may place differing values of importance on the same right.

Hopefully, people have asked and correctly answered the question as to: What is a right?

Regardless, we explore what is a tight.

If we take several of the rights listed in The Declaration, jump a few years into the future to The Constitution, 
then list some of those rights; we come up with:  to alter, to abolish, to throw off (with respect to corrupted 
governments and the officers within). Then, we also have, life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Those, 
from The Declaration. These, from the Constitution, speech, press, assembly, petition, keep and bear (with 
respect to arms), vote, as well as others.

Rights are actions. They are actions we do. They also are actions that we do not want others to do against us; 
such as, not be coerced to testify against ourselves, not have our privacy or security unjustly invaded, not to 
have our vote infringed or denied, among others. These rights also are listed in The Constitution, as prohibited 
political powers.

We all possess the right to violate each other's rights; but we may not honorably do so. The person whose rights 
are unjustly violated, as the right to defend themselves.
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Right. a. 1. Fit ; proper ; becoming ; suitable ; true ; not  
erroneous. 3. Just ; honest ; equitable.

Right. interject. An expression of approbation 
[pleasure].

Right. ad. 1. Properly ; justly ; exactly ; according to 
truth.

Right. s. 1. Justice ; not wrong . 5. Property ; interest. 6.  
Power ; prerogative. 7. Immunity ; privilege.

There seems little clarity as which definition might apply 
to the rights itemized in The Declaration and The 
Constitution. Perhaps, the closest, might be, Rights. s. 2.  
Freedom from errour. 4. That which justly belongs to  
one. 5. Property ; interest. 6. Power ; prerogative. 6.  
Immunity ; privilege.

Our rights are our property. We own them.

The most interesting aspect of these definitions is that of power, prerogative, immunity; and privilege being 
used to define what is a right.

The reason this is interesting is that government officials will tell us that driving is a privilege, as if government 
has granted to us that act with some — usually unconstitutional law — that was passed.

-----
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— That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just 
powers from the consent of the governed, 

When we view this government document as a corporate founding charter, this is one of the most important 
clauses. First, is signifies one of the qualifications to be a voter. Second, it explains how to actually count the 
votes. Because of the way that it is worded, the only way that it qualifies as a plurality or first-past-the-post 
style vote-counting is to establish the post at exactly the 50% mark of the total number of registered voters.

Consent, is defined as, 1. The act of yielding or  
consenting. 2. Concord ; agreement ; accord. 4.  
Tendency to one point.

To Consent. 1. To be of the same mind ; to agree. 2. To  
co-operate to the same end.

To Yield. v.a. 4. To give as a claimed right. 5. To allow ; to permit. 7. To resign ; to give up. 8, To surrender.

To Yield. v.n. 4. To concede ; to admit ; to allow ; not to deny.

To get a known body, or number of people to agree, co-operate to the same end, be of the same mind, tend 
towards the same point, etc., the majority of the total known body must consent to the same action or person, or 
it fails for lack of consent.

We easily see how the vote-counting gets to where they count a registered voter's vote, who does not submit a 
ballot, as having yielded to the majority or at least to the greater number of voters who cast their vote for a 
balloted item or candidate.

What we must study very carefully is the exact wording of the voting requirement; consent of the governed. 
This does not require a registered voter to submit a non-consenting ballot. It only required the registered voter 
submit a ballot if they desire to consent to any item or person on the ballot.

When a person qualifies to vote, then they register; they register as a voter. They do not register to vote. That 
makes the Voter Registration List the known number of voters, of which anything or anyone on that ballot 
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must get more than 50% of that total number to consent to it, or fail for lack of consent.

Plurality. 4. The greater number ; the majority.

Taking into account the definitions for consent, 
plurality's definition #4 is the most appropriate.

We also must take into account that the goal is to make it 
difficult for corruption to enter and to remain in 

government.  The present vote-count practice does just the opposite. Of 100 registered voters, 40 may (for 
whatever their reason) do not submit a ballot at all, many may leave blanks, others may write in different 
names; and of those 100 total registered voters; with only two candidates on the ballot; 7 voters select Candidate 
A, while 5 select Candidate B.

Because neither Candidate got the majority of anything, let alone the majority of the total number of registered 
voters to consent, they both must fail for lack of consent. The majority has in deed spoken, They are in 
agreement. Not nearly enough of them have agreed to the same Candidate. 

Unfortunately, we allowed our government employees to pass voter-fraud laws to manipulate the vote-count to 
favor corruption; allowing Candidate A, with only 7 consenting votes, to be sworn into office.

Is it any wonder why our government and our nation have suffered so much from political corruption?

-----

— That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right 
of the People to alter or to abolish it, 

This is another wording where we see futuristic application. The 1776 generation, was in deed, exercising that 
right. It is not an if statement, but when it does happen, remedy statement.

The alter or abolish words indicate anything from a few alterations to government via amendments, or even a 
total rewrites. 

-----

and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its 
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. 

The proper amendment and rewrite process is one of the ways to keep The Declaration and The Constitution up 
to date with the changing times and technology. This does not allow Congress, President, or supreme Court to 
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alter or to act contrary to the text of the existing and in-force documents. They have done so with 
unconstitutional laws, unconstitutional executive orders, and unconstitutional judicial rulings and precedence.

-----

Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for 
light and transient causes; 

Here is one of the warnings to the people. Permanent government changes and powers should not be granted for 
short-term and temporary-type issues. Those types of power tend to take on a life of their own as the 
government unjustly expands on those powers until the people have no more liberties or rights without 
government permits.

-----

and accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while 
evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are 
accustomed. 

This is a double-edged warning. 

For the patriot-citizen, it tells us to not get comfortable with even the smallest political abuses. Getting 
comfortable with those little abuses invites government to expand those unjust acts. 

For the tyrant, this advises them to not move too fast, for it might cause an early rebellion to stop the tyranny 
and treason by government.

-----

But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces  
a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off 
such Government, 

Abuse. 1. The ill use of any thing. 2. A corrupt 
practice, bad custom. 4. Unjust censure, rude 
reproach.
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To Usurp. To possess by force or intrusion ; to 
seize, or possess without right.

Usurpation. Forcible, unjust illegal seizure or 
possession.

Usurper. One who seizes or possess that to which he  
has no right.

Absolute. 4. Not limited ; as, absolute power.

Despotism. Abusive power.

This is the first warning and advice to future generations as to what to do when our government officers — 
exercise an ill use of granted power, seize or possess an unjust and unconstitutional powers, exercising 
unlimited abusive powers; we possess, as one of our rights  — the right to alter or abolish that form of 
government, which includes the removal of the government personnel guilty of the power violation. We also 
possess the right to undo those unjust actions of those officers.

In just a little while, we see this warning repeated, but with much stronger language.

-----

and to provide new Guards for their future security. 

Basically, this is the learn from the past warning. Learn from what did not work. tweak it, improve it, include 
harsher punishment, and actually enforce the terms of the contract the officer voluntarily entered and swore 
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oath / affirmation to support and defend.

-----

— Such has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is now the necessity 
which constrains them to alter their former Systems of Government. 

They claim that they suffered such political abuses, and that they are now altering that former government 
structure.

-----

The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and 
usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these 
States. 

This simply proclaims that the people of that time, in the colonies were experiencing those same unjust powers 
against them.

-----

To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world.

This is simply the introduction to the evidence list to prove their justifications for disconnecting from the British 
Crown and governing themselves.

-----

#####

With the following list of grievances that help identify a tyrant; we soon recognize how many of 
them we allowed our present-day government officers to repeat.

#####

He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good.
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Assent. 1. The act of agreeing to any thing. 2. Consent ; 
agreement.

Though our government officers — in word only, have agreed to The Supreme Law of the Land; their actions, 
by passing laws, arresting, and punishing people for violating those unconstitutional laws speak of their 
refusing their agreement to that law, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good.

#####

He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless 
suspended in their operation till his Assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, he has 
utterly neglected to attend to them.

Basically, [He] tells the legislators to go on recess and he well take care of it. Then forgets all about the issue.

#####

He has refused to pass other Laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless 
those people would relinquish the right of Representation in the Legislature, a right inestimable 
to them and formidable to tyrants only.

As this presently applies to Washington DC and the various Territories, a non-voting member in Congress is no 
more than a citizen who may speak in and to Congress, but has no voting power to help submit a Congressional 
vote. Such "representation", if it can be called such, is not representation at all.

#####

He has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the 
depository of their public Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with 
his measures.

#####
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He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for opposing with manly firmness his 
invasions on the rights of the people.

Every time a single Representative refuses to vote and debate in accord with The Constitution's terms, 
representation is dissolved.

#####

He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected; whereby the 
Legislative powers, incapable of Annihilation, have returned to the People at large for their 
exercise; the State remaining in the mean time exposed to all the dangers of invasion from 
without, and convulsions within.

Our Representative houses, at all levels of government remain dissolved, in that the people sworn into those 
offices were not lawfully elected by their constituent body of registered voters. Also remembering they violate 
The Constitution.

#####

He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these States; for that purpose obstructing the 
Laws for Naturalization of Foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations 
hither, and raising the conditions of new Appropriations of Lands.

In present day, united States of America, we have the reverse problem. Our government officers, in opposition 
to our Law of Immigration and Naturalization, grant amnesty to large bodies of people who enter or remain 
within these united States of America illegally. That only encourages all the more to play the lottery.

The control of immigration and naturalization by government is to stabilize the economics of society. Too many 
foreigners in a country at the same time, many of them working, especially when many citizens are looking for 
work, increases the unemployment rate in that country.

#####
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He has obstructed the Administration of Justice, by refusing his Assent to Laws for establishing 
Judiciary powers.

#####

He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the amount 
and payment of their salaries.

This, in many instances, remains unimproved. Many smaller-level political judicial jurisdictions are paid a 
"commission" based on number of convictions and / or fines charged against defendants.

Even at the larger judicial jurisdiction levels, either or both, the legislative and / or the executive branches 
nominate or appoint / confirm those judges into office; or they have power to remove them.

#####

He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers to harrass our 
people, and eat out their substance.

Another mark of tyranny in full effect within these united States of America. We have government offices for 
nearly every aspect of life. Each office has many officers, unconstitutionally authorized to pass and enforce 
their own rules against the people. Nearly all requiring some sort of fee, fine, or tax to fund them.

#####

He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies without the Consent of our 
legislatures.

Does it really matter what we call these standing armies? Police (park, metro, transit, library, parking, etc.), 
Sheriffs, Deputies, Troopers, Agents, National Guard, etc. They all seem permanently armed. Even by 
definition for army from 1756, police are considered "military".
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Army. 1. A collection of armed men [and women], 
obligated to obey one man [person].

A police force is taught to be obligated obey one Police 
Chief; deputies, one Sheriff; troopers or national guard, one Governor; etc.

The fact is, that all of them, within these united States of America, swear / affirm oath to obey, uphold, defend 
The Constitution for the United States of America, in many instances, against enemies foreign and domestic, 
not to  enforce or obey the unconstitutional laws or orders. 

Military. 2. Suiting a soldier ; pertaining to a soldier ; 
warlike.

Anyone who has watched war movies, and seen our 
modern police forces; they notice how warlike the police 
are in appearance and training. Shoot first. Ask questions 
later.

Though most of the police have the "consent" of a legislative body; that legislative body is assembled, in most 
cases, contrary to the will and vote of the people.

#####

He has affected to render the Military independent of and superior to the Civil power.

Our nation's armed forces / military swears oath to The Constitution, against enemies, foreign and domestic. 
The Civil Power is The Constitution.

#####

He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and 
unacknowledged by our laws; giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended Legislation:
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Every so often a United Nations Law gets enforced in these united States of America, mostly violating 
Amendment 2. The UN Arms Trade Treaty wants member governments to track end-user identity. This makes 
it easier for government to know who has what kind of weapons; making it easier to disarm a society. History 
repeatedly tells us what happens when a government disarms the people.

#####

For Quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:

Armed troops include Military-Armed Local Police, as much as National Guard.

#####

For protecting them, by a mock Trial, from punishment for any Murders which they should 
commit on the Inhabitants of these States:

Mock. a. False ; counterfeit ; not real.

The Constitution, Amendment 6 details criminal 
prosecutions / trials. 

Military trials / Court Marshal are effectively Mock Trials. 
If a person in the military commits a crime, Amendment 6 
is the process.

Mock Trials are not just for the benefit of guilty people; but also for the detriment of innocent people who are 
falsely accused by government.

#####

For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:
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#####

For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:

That is correct — consent. This falls in place, when we view our governments as the corporations that they 
are, by 1756 definitions; as seen in Proof of Ownership section on the CleanHonestGov.Com Hone Page. With 
the governed people as the rightful owners and controllers of government, it is quite logical that those 
controllers authorize not only the types of tax but also the amount to be collected.

The "taxation without representation" is the propaganda from politicians, who frequently state that they are 
elected to pass laws and collect taxes. This is true, but only to a very limited point. The governed people must 
authorize that tax and amount to be collected — thus the representation part to collect and spen. Otherwise we 
get what we presently "enjoy"; Dictatorial Taxation.

#####

For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial by Jury:

This is still alive and unfortunately a common practice in these united States of America. It is a grievance that 
The Constitution's Amendment 6 should have corrected.

Amendment 6 demands that all criminal trials be decided by an impartial jury via a speedy public trial.

We get into those definitions when we get to Amendment 6.

#####

For transporting us beyond Seas to be tried for pretended offences

Does Guantanamo Bay sound familiar? If those people held there had committed any crime against a 
constitutional law, they would be tried in ordinary courts.

This reminds me of a scene from The Count of Monte Cristo movie, where the guy is taken to a prison island, 
still voicing his innocence. The jailer replies that he knows the guy is innocent. Why else would they bring you 
here. If you were guilty of a crime they would have tried you and kept you prisoner with all the others.
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Thus, Guantanamo Bay.

#####

For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a neighbouring Province, establishing therein 
an Arbitrary government, and enlarging its Boundaries so as to render it at once an example and 
fit instrument for introducing the same absolute rule into these Colonies:

Guantanamo Bay, Washington DC, etc. Many a law gets passed that undoes our system of rights over political 
power. DC's Board of Elections, regarding Recall Elections, claim that the resident-citizens were granted the 
right to recall their government officers. That treasonous concept of government granting rights is taking root in 
other jurisdictions throughout our nation.

#####

For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most valuable Laws, and altering fundamentally 
the Forms of our Governments:

The most valuable Charter for the people is The Declaration. It literally is our Proof of Ownership over 
government, and our tool as to how to control our government. 

Though still quite easy to find copies, it is, none the less abolished when our government regulated schools 
refuse to teach of its importance in controlling government. This goes for K-12, as well as colleges and 
universities.

As for altering the Form of our Government? When government officers refuse to work within the confines of 
The Constitution, which is The Law over government; our Representative Republic form of government has 
become dictatorial and tyrannical.

#####

For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring themselves invested with power to legislate 
for us in all cases whatsoever.
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[D]eclaring themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all cases whatsoever.

Can you name any aspect of life where the government has not pass some law to regulate it? Home? Work? 
Entertainment? Recreation? Medicine? Religion? Food? Drink? Toilets? Cooking? Transportation? Education? 
Child Rearing? Sex? Clothing? Money? Investments? Death? Burial? Resurrection? 

Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!   Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!   Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes! 
Resurrection-Yes? Not yet that I know about. But I had to reach a great distance to find that one.

#####

He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out of his Protection and waging War 
against us.

War. 1. The exercise of violance against sovereign 
command. 5. Hostility ; state of oppression ; act of 
oppression.

To Oppress. 2. To overpower ; to subdue.

[W]aging War against us.

Drug War, Illiteracy War, Poverty War, War Against Our 
Rights, etc. Whether a person likes any of those activities or not, each person has the right to decide how 
"poor" they want to live; what drugs, if any, they want to consume; whether or not they want to read; etc.

#####
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He has plundered our seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt our towns, and destroyed the lives of our 
people.

[D]estroyed the lives of our people.

When the government passes, enforces, and imprisons or fines a person for violating those 
unconstitutional laws; many family's lives are destroyed.

#####

He is at this time transporting large Armies of foreign Mercenaries to compleat the works of 
death, desolation and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of Cruelty & perfidy scarcely 
paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the Head of a civilized nation.

The tyrant these days, need not do the transporting of these foreign mercenaries. All they need do is pay them 
sufficiently to provide their own transportation. The mercenaries need only be criminals from other countries or 
even domestic, encouraged to immigrate here to receive citizenship and other government perks.

#####

He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms against their  
Country, to become the executioners of their friends and Brethren, or to fall themselves by their 
Hands.

To Constrain. 1. To compel ; to force to some action.

Many times, we hear stories about police informants who 
get favorable treatment concerning their criminal acts, if 
they can name some other person for a bigger crime. The 
named person need not be guilty of anything at all.

Some of those named people get killed, solely on the false 
testimony form the informant who is coerced to do so.
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#####

He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and has endeavoured to bring on the 
inhabitants of our frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose known rule of warfare, is an 
undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.

The phrase, the merciless Indian Savages, does not state (as some claim), that all Indians are merciless Savages. 
It only claims that those Indians who are merciless Savages were employed by the Crown.

#####

In every stage of these Oppressions We have Petitioned for Redress in the most humble terms: 
Our repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated injury. A Prince whose character is 
thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.

-------

In every stage of these Oppressions We have Petitioned for Redress in the most humble terms: 

To Oppress. 2. To overpower ; to subdue.

We petition for redress of grievances every time we 
answer the charges against us; usually for having 
violated an oppressive unconstitutional law. 

These are Acts by government to bring the people 
under subjection to government rule; when it is the 
government that is designed to be under the peoples' 
rule, via The Constitution.
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-------

Our repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated injury. 

To Petition. To solicite ; to supplicate.

To Solicit. 1. To importune ; to intreat. 2. To call to  
action ; to summon ; to awake ; to excite. 3. To 

implore ; to ask.

Intreat or To Intreat was not in the 1756 dictionary. 
However, To Entreat. 1. To petition ; to solicite ; to 
importune.

To Importune. To teize ; to harass with slight  
vexation perpetually recurring ; to molest.

To Supplicate. To emplore ; to entreat ; to 
petition submissively.

By quietly and submissively contesting those 
tyrannical and despotic charges, we are mostly 
answered with fines, imprisonment, and more 
restrictive unconstitutional laws.

To succeed in our petitions, as the owners of government and the rightful controllers thereof; we should 
unify when another is unjustly attacked; acting boldly to stop the unjust acts of government. That, or 
constitutionally grant to government certain limited access to regulate the right in question.
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-------

A Prince whose character is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the 
ruler of a free people.

A "Prince", a President, a Congress, or even a supreme Court that violates The Constitution to which they swore 
oath to support and defend is unfit to remain in that office. No matter the level of government, the respective 
resident-citizens must remove the officer and undo that official's actions.

#####

Nor have We been wanting in attentions to our British brethren. We have warned them from time 
to time of attempts by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. We have 
reminded them of the circumstances of our emigration and settlement here. We have appealed to 
their native justice and magnanimity, and we have conjured them by the ties of our common 
kindred to disavow these usurpations, which, would inevitably interrupt our connections and 
correspondence. They too have been deaf to the voice of justice and of consanguinity. We must, 
therefore, acquiesce in the necessity, which denounces our Separation, and hold them, as we hold  
the rest of mankind, Enemies in War, in Peace Friends.

-------

Nor have We been wanting in attentions to our British brethren. 

Want. 2. Deficiency.

Attention. The act of attending or heading.

It appears, the people in the Colonies have not been failed to attend to the needs of the people of Great Britain.

-------
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We have warned them from time to time of attempts by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable 
jurisdiction over us. 

Unwarrantable. Not defensible ; not to be justified ; 
not allowed.

Jurisdiction. 1. Legal authority ; extent of power. 2.  
District which any authority extends.

An unjustified authority. Some of that unjustified authority is detailed earlier in the list of grievance. It 
includes, legislating over us in all cases whatsoever; subjecting us to laws foreign to our constitutions, etc.

The lawful authority, the jurisdiction of government generally, is The Constitution for the United States of 
America, to which all government officials swear oath or affirm to uphold and defend it. The other aspect of 
that jurisdiction, respective of government level, is the land mass upon which that body of people inhabit (be it; 
precinct, ward, village, town, city, county, state, or nation, etc.)

When our modern politicians pass laws that violate The Constitution, they exercise an unjustifiable authority 
over us.

-------

We have reminded them of the circumstances of our emigration and settlement here. 

Since our present government seems to repeat the political evils detailed against Great Britain; one might 
rightly presume that expanding an empire and stripping the resources were why those Europeans came the 
Americas. There may have been religious freedom issues, but people had to mine the wealth and cut the 
trees for transport back to the Motherland.

-------
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We have appealed to their native justice and magnanimity, and we have conjured them by the ties of 
our common kindred to disavow these usurpations, which, would inevitably interrupt our connections 
and correspondence. 

Magnanimity. Greatness of mind ; bravery ; elevation 
of soul.

To Conjure. v.a. 1. To summon in a sacred name.

It might have sounded something like we hear in the 
movies; By the name of all that's holy; in the name of  
our fathers and grandfathers, you must help us stop  
these unjust acts of the Crown. Or something of the sort.

-------

They too have been deaf to the voice of justice and of consanguinity. 

Consanguinity. Relation by blood.

Of justice; do not violate the constitutions.

Of consanguinity; help defend your family over here.
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-------

We must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity, which denounces our Separation 

To Acquiesce. To rest in, or remain satisfied.

Acquiescence. 1. The silent appearance of consent. 

Denouncement. The act of proclaiming any measure.

The colonist seem satisfied in the reason they give for 
independence, and to govern themselves.

-------

... and hold them, as we hold the rest of mankind, Enemies in War, in Peace Friends.

Those 16 words are the TOTAL foreign (war & trade) policy for our united States of America. 

If we are not actively at war with a foreign county, we should be treating and trading with them as with friends 
We do not expect our friends to rip us off in trade deals, or to badmouth us to others behind our back. 

Otherwise, if at war, we should treat them as enemies.

#####
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We, therefore, the Representatives of the United States of America, in General Congress, 
Assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, 
in the Name, and by Authority of the good People of these Colonies, solemnly publish and 
declare, That these United Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent States; 
that they are Absolved from all Allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political connection 
between them and the State of Great Britain, is and ought to be totally dissolved; and that as Free  
and Independent States, they have full Power to levy War, conclude Peace, contract Alliances, 
establish Commerce, and to do all other Acts and Things which Independent States may of right 
do. And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of divine 
Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred Honor.

--------

We, therefore, the Representatives of the United States of America, in General Congress, Assembled, 
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and 
by Authority of the good People of these Colonies, 

In this statement, we have the limits on Representation. 

To Represent. s. 1. To exhibit, as if the thing exhibited 
were present. 3. To fill the place of another by a 
vicarious character.

Representation. 2. Act of supporting a vicarious 
character.

Representative. a. 1. Exhibiting a similitude. 2. Bearing 
the character or power of another.

Representative. s. 1. One exhibiting the likeness of  
another. 2. One exercising the vicarious power given by  
another.

Representer. 2. One who bear a vicarious character.

Vicarious. Deputed ; delegated ; acting in the place of 
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another.

Similitude. 1. Likeness ; resemblance.

The abbreviated phrase, We, therefore, the Representatives ... do, in the Name, and by Authority of the good 
People of these Colonies, does not authorize that body of representative — or any representatives — to do any 
thing that the majority of their respective constituents have not authorized them to do.

The good people part is interesting. They are not supposed to do any act to benefit corruption or crime or rights-
violations.    

The To Represent. s. 1. To exhibit, as if the thing exhibited were present. 3. To fill the place of another by a 
vicarious character definitions, as well as the Vicarious. Deputed ; delegated ; acting in the place of another 
definition tell us that the representative must act as the majority of their constituents desire — even if it entirely 
opposes that representative's personal moral, ethical, or religious compasses; so long as that exercise does not 
also violate the contract they entered into, in order to become that representative (such as The Declaration, and 
or The Constitution).

The representative is not to do what an unofficial Political Action Committee, or Lobbyist, or other wealthy 
individual or corporation bribes or extorts them to do. No matter how personally beneficial it is to the 
representative to act contrary to the majority of their respective constituent body or The Constitution. 

When people, supposedly elected, to fill a Representative Office acts contrary to the contracts they enter by 
becoming a candidate (and if elected) or contrary to the majority of their constituent-body (so long as that 
majority does not seek any thing contrary to the respective contracts), that Representative House is dissolved.

-------

solemnly publish and declare, That these United Colonies are, and of Right ought to be Free and 
Independent States; 

This is the actual Declaration of Independence. Not the followimg phrase from the beginning of the document; 
it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, 
and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station [... this the Independence part] to 
which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind 
requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation [... This, the Declaration part]. 
But this is not that Declaration of Independence, that declaration was done after the evidence was presented.

The initial paragraph is only the introduction for the purpose of the document they titled The unanimous 
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Declaration of the thirteen united States of America.

As shown oi The Proof of Ownership section of the Home Page of CleanHonestGov.Com The Declaration is 
the formation of the bodies of people who united to create a common government for their union. Thus, The 
Corporate Founding Charter.

-------

that they are Absolved from all Allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political connection 
between them and the State of Great Britain, is and ought to be totally dissolved;

Unfortunately, we heeded neither this phrase nor the We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are 
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among 
Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed phrase, which would have entirely changed 
the country we today that we mistaking confuse as the united States of America, designed and created by this 
contract

For example:

• Slavery would have ended when this document was ratified. Or, at the very latest in 1784, when it was 
successfully defended on the Court of the Battlefield, with its respective Treaty.

• We would have stopped the so called Manifest Destiny fraud of taking over the lands from ocean to 
ocean. Thus, simply treated the Natives as our foreign neighbors.

• Women would have been treated as equals also.

• Any citizen who pays taxes, no matter of age, sex, color, religion, etc. would not have  a government 
violate their voting rights.

• Our education system would teach a solid foundation to all ages about how to properly control 
government, mostly by making certain that all registered voter's votes are properly counted. As well 
as teaching what limited powers we may of grant to government no matter how many voters may desire 
it.

-------

and that as Free and Independent States, they have full Power to levy War, conclude Peace, contract 
Alliances, establish Commerce, and to do all other Acts and Things which Independent States may of 
right do. 

Every State that enters this union, enters on equal grounds; as Free and Independent States, that have full Power 
to levy War, conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish Commerce, and to do all other Acts and Things 
which Independent States may of right do. 
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The only limiting part on those powers is whatever may be restricted to the States, and reserved solely to that of 
the nation's government level.

-------

And for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we 
mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred Honor.

This is our nation's true pledge, as opposed to what we refer to as The Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag and The 
Republic for which it stands. The Constitution for the United States of America, Article 4, Section 4 clarifies to 
what entity the person pledges their allegiance; "The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union 
a Republican Form of Government". 

It is the government official who owe their allegiance to us the governed people, by way of their oath and 
affirmation to The Constitution, Article 6, Clauses 2 & 3;

"This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or 
which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every  
State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.

The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and the Members of the several State Legislatures, and all executive 
and judicial Officers, both of the United States and of the several States, shall be bound by Oath or Affirmation, to 
support this Constitution; but no religious Test shall ever be required as a Qualification to any Office or public Trust under 
the United States,"

 We the people do not owe our allegiance to the government. We owe our allegiance to each other, often times 
in our history — against our government.

When recited alone, our nation's True Pledge makes little to no sense; unless you thoroughly know The 
Declaration's content and its purpose. Here is a summary of that purpose:

The unanimous Declaration's purpose: Equally securing all our rights. 

Thus our pledge to each other. Our rights list is identical for everyone.

Individuals choose and value some rights more than others. 

Seeing your rights unjustly attacked, it is not my right — it is my duty as a united States American to 
help you defend your rights, whether I like you or not — and especially if I do not like you or the 
right you exercise.

In defending each other's rights, we equally secure our own.

#####

This Concludes The Dissection of:
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The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America

#####

MORE LATER
We get into each of the following contracts, in the following order

#####

The Articles of Confederation, 1778;

The Definitive Treaty of Peace, 1784;

The Constitution for the United States of America, 1790;

The following are not contracts, but help us to better comprehend the meaning of those 
contracts.

Digitized 1756 two-volume set common-use dictionary, by Samuel L. 
Johnson;

Digitized 1785 two-volume set common-use dictionary, by Samuel L. 
Johnson;

as well as newer common-use dictionaries for the more recent 
amendments

The Law of Nations, by Emer de Vattle, 1758;
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